Season One – Episodes:
Episode One – Arrival
Theo takes Mark with him on a weekend trip to Basingstoke, to visit a printers. As well
as introducing his brother to the business, Theo is using this as a chance for him and
Mark to hopefully find something, anything, that they might have in common. While
Theo tries to secure the business deal, Mark tries to perfect the art of cooking a Rustler's
burger with the hotel's trouser-press.
Episode Two – Mark's First Day At Work
Mark's first day at the office. The morning starts badly, due to a misunderstanding of how
time functions. Things continue to slide, as the team struggle to adjust to Mark's
distinctive personality. Theo tries to help him understand life in an office... and work.
Episode Three - Friends Like These
After advice from his girlfriend Sophie, Theo decides he should try new things. Like
having a social life. So he asks his friends if he can join them, on one of their night's out.
Adam takes Theo to a nightclub, but it's a little more niche than Theo expected. Next up,
Theo is pleasantly surprised that Patrick spends his nights attending networking events,
until he realises Patrick's real motivation. Lastly, Theo joins Hannah for her favourite
hobby, which strangely involves more public nudity than Theo is comfortable with.
Episode Four – Podcast
Theo's podcasting co-host Tom has decided to leave the show, and is planning his own
rival podcast. Wishing Tom well, Theo's patience is quickly tested as far too many
similarities emerge between the shows' format, logo and even the name. To add to the
friction, the rival show sets-up above Theo's office. Despite Theo's annoyance, Patrick
manages to mediate the situation. But the short-lived peace ends abruptly after Tom's
refusal to soundproof his studio.
Episode Five – Falling Out?
Believing he is now a reality star, Mark has started his own Youtube influencer channel,
where he gives advice on how to make it in London. Although Theo doesn't approve, he
wants his brother to succeed... so long as he keeps him out of it. So Mark then turns to
Sophie, seeking to benefit from her contacts in the music industry. Initially eager to help,
she slowly becomes annoyed, with her growing frustrations landing squarely on Theo's
already full plate.
Episode Six – Selling Out?
Having finally completed the first issue of the magazine, Theo receives an offer from
investors, but is now forced to choose between his (self-imposed) principles, his
professional ambitions and even his friends.
With filming for season one finished, Theo and the documentary crew look back on
everything that's happened. During the conversation, it seems that Theo doesn't realise
what step-brother means, and that actually he and Mark are not related by blood after-all,
leaving Theo rather shell-shocked...

